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In his classic book on group representations and special functions Vilenkin 
studied the matrix elements of irreducible representations of the Euclidean and 
oscillator Lie algebras with respect to countable bases of eigenfunctions of the 
Car-tan subalgebras, and he computed the summation identities for Bessel func- 
tions and Laguerre polynomials associated with the addition theorems for these 
matrix elements. He also studied matrix elements of the pseudo-Euclidean and 
pseudo-oscillator algebras with respect to the continuum bases of generalized 
eigenfunctions of the Cartan subalgebras of these Lie algebras and this resulted 
in realizations of the addition theorems for the matrix elements as integral 
transform identities for Bessel functions and for confluent hypergeometric func- 
tions. Here we work out q analogs of these results in which the usual exponential 
function mapping from the Lie algebra to the Lie group is replaced by the 
q-exponential mappings E4 and e,. This study of representations of the 
Euclidean quantum algebra and the q-oscillator algebra (not a quantum 
algebra) leads to summation, integral transform, and q-integral transform 
identities for q analogs of the Bessel and confluent hypergeometric functions, 
extending the results of Vile&in for the q= 1 case. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This article is part of a series on the study of function space models of irreducible repre- 
sentations of q-algebras. 1a These algebras and models are motivated by recurrence relations 
satisfied by q-hypergeometric function?’ ’ and our treatment is an alternative to the theory of 
quantum gro~ps.‘~-~~ In our earlier articles we considered irreducible representations of q 
analogs of the three-dimensional Euclidean Lie algebra and the four-dimensional oscillator 
algebra (not a quantum algebra). We replaced the usual exponential function mapping from 
the Lie algebra to the Lie group by the q-exponential mappings E4 and e4. In place of the usual 
matrix elements on the group (arising from an irreducible representation) we found several 
different types of matrix elements expressible in terms of q-hypergeometric series. These 
q-matrix elements do not satisfy group homomorphism properties, so they do not lead to 
addition theorems in the usual sense, but to various q analogs of addition theorems. All of the 
matrix elements are determined with respect to countable bases of eigenfunctions of the “Car- 
tan subalgebra” of the q-algebra. 
In his classic book24 Viler&in studied the matrix elements of irreducible representations of 
the Euclidean and oscillator Lie algebras with respect to these same countable bases, and he 
computed the identities for Bessel functions and Laguerre polynomials associated with the 
addition theorems for these matrix elements. However, he also studied matrix elements of the 
pseudo-Euclidean and pseudo-oscillator algebras with respect to the continuum bases of gen- 
eralized eigenfunctions of the Cartan subalgebras of these Lie algebras. (See also Refs. 25, 26 
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in these regards.) These studies resulted in realizations of the addition theorems for the matrix 
elements as integral transform identities for Bessel functions and for confluent hypergeometric 
functions. Here we work out q analogs of these results. 
In Sec. II we introduce a family of four-parameter q-matrix elements for the unitary 
irreducible representations of the Euclidean Lie algebra with respect to the standard countable 
eigenbasis and work out an associated “addition theorem” for these matrix elements. (These 
functions were introduced earlier in Refs. 27 as generating functions for q-Bessel functions but 
their role as matrix elements obeying an “addition theorem” was not pursued. Simultaneously 
with the issuance of a first preprint of our results Koelink2’ issued a preprint in which he 
proved this same addition theorem and reinterpreted it to yield a q analog of an integral of 
Weber and Sonine and of the Fourier-Bessel transform.) Then, in analogy with Vilenkin’s 
work for true group representations, we introduce a q analog of matrix elements of the pseudo- 
Euclidean group with respect to a continuum basis of generalized eigenfunctions. This study 
involves use of the Mellin transform and leads to integral transform identities for q-Bessel 
functions, interpreted as “addition theorems” that in the limit as q + 1 go to identities derived 
by Vilenkin. In Sec. III we introduce a different q analog of the pseudo-Euclidean group and 
apply the same procedures. This time it is the complex Fourier series that is relevant and the 
“addition theorems” lead to q-integral transform identities for q-Bessel functions. 
In Sets. 3 and 4 we apply the same ideas to q analogs of the oscillator and pseudo-oscillator 
algebras (these are not quantum groups) and obtain discrete, integral transform and q-integral 
transform identities for q analogs of the confluent hypergeometric functions, extending the 
results of Vile&in for the q= 1 case. 
The notation used for q series and q integrals in this article follows that of Gasper and 
Rahman.29 
II. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF m(2) REPRESENTATIONS 
The three-dimensional Lie algebra m (2) is determined by its generators H, E, , E- which 
obey the commutation relations 
tH, E+l =E+ 9 [H,E-1=---E-, tE+,E-l=O. (2.1) 
We consider irreducible representations (0) of m (2)) characterized by the positive number w. 
The spectrum of H corresponding to (w) is the set Z={m:m an integer} and the complex 
representation space has basis vectors f ,,, , m EZ, such that 
Eaf,,,=mfm+19 Hf,,,=mf,,,, E+E-f,,,=02f,,,, (2.2) 
where C= E,E- is an invariant operator. A simple realization of (0) is given by the operators 
d 
H=zz, E, =wz, E-=; 
acting on the space of all linear combinations of the functions z”, z a complex variable, meZ, 
with basis vectors fm(z) =.P. 
We can introduce an inner product such that (f,,,f,r) =a,,,,~, n,n’EZ. On the dense 
subspace X of all finite linear combinations of the basis vectors we have 
(E+f,f’)=(f,E-f’>, WfJ’)=(f,W) (2.4) 
for all f,f’ EX, so H=H* and E*+ = E- . In terms of the operators (2.3) we can obtain a 
realization of (w) and its Hilbert space structure by setting z=eie 
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d 
H= -‘de, E, =w@‘, E-,me-ie, 
(2.5) 
f,(z) =eine, (f,f’> =& Ji” f (eie)f’(e’“)dt9. 
Matrix elements T mtm of the complex motion group in the representation (w ) are typically 
defined by the expansions2’10*M 
The group multiplication property of the operators on the left-hand side of Eq. (2.6) leads to 
addition theorems for the matrix elements. For convenience in the computations to follow we 
shall limit ourselves to the case where T=O. 
With the q analogs of the exponential function 
Xk 1 
ok= h;q) a, ’ 
- IxI<l, 
(2.7) 
E&)= kgo (4’4) 
m 4k(k-1)‘2Xk= ( --x.q) 
’ m 3 k 
we employ the model (2.3) to define the following q analogs of matrix elements of (o):~ 
(a) e&?E+)e,(aE-)f,= ? T$i’(a,8)fnt9 
n’=-m 
lomltlMl <l, 
(b) e&?E+)E,(aE-)f,,= g T$f’(a9P)fne9 
n’=-m 
Id31 < 1, 
(c) EpE+)e,(aE-)f,,= i Tk?‘(a,B)fn19 
n1z-w 
lwal cl, 
(2.8) 
(d) E#E+)E,(aE-)f,= 2 T~~E’(a9B)f,,~, 
fl’=-oo 
(e) e,(aE+)E&lE+)e,(yE-)E,(6E-)f,,= 2 Tn~n(aAYJ)fn~~ 
n’=-* 
lwyl < IzI <l/lwal. 
Here, 0 < q < 1 and a,/3,y,& C. [All of these matrix elements, except (2.8e), were studied in 
Ref. 2.1 Since E*, = E- we have 
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T~~‘(M3)=(e,(BE+)e,(a~-)f,,f,~) 
=(f,,e,(~~+)e,(gE-)f,,) 
= T$” (&i) = T$’ (&a ) , 
T$f’(c@)=T$‘(fl,a), T~f%,P)=T$%3,a), 
T,dd%ytW = T,,, (rt4~B). 
Furthermore, since e,(x)E,( -x) = 1, we have the identities 
i 
I=-- 
T~~‘(a,B)TI,E”‘(-~,--p)=S,,,, \waI,jwL?l <l 
and, of primary interest here 
= ,=g 
T$‘l%,aY;~)(y,S), Iy~l,lmI < 1, 
m 
,=f T,,l(a,B,y,S)Tl,(a’,--a,y’,-y) = Tda’,P,y’,~), 
00 
Iay~21,1a’y’W2~,Ia’yW21,1ay’021 Xl. 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(Note that our operator derivations of these formulas and of many formulas to follow lead 
automatically to formal power series identities in the “group parameters.” These identities 
must then be examined case by case to determine when the series are convergent as analytic 
functions of the group parameters.) Using the model (2.3) to treat (2.8) as generating func- 
tions for the matrix elements and computing the coefficients of 9 in the resulting expressions 
we obtain the explicit results 
T(e,e) (u,B) = w-“‘+‘x) 00 (a4”-“’ 241 OF O 
Nan 
(4x) m 4 
n--n’+1 ;q,crsW2 
y- 
n’+l;q)m(aw)“-“’ - 
(q;q),(ap.&2;q), 041 4”-n’+l w@~2@- 
( 
dfl 
’ (2.15) 
T;,f) (CM> = 
w-“‘+1;dmb4n-n’ (n-nt)(n:nt-l)/2 0 
(4;4) m 4 IA ( 4 
n-n’+1 ;q, - a/3c02qn-nt 
= Wn+‘;q) ,md”‘-” 
(4;4) m 
(2.16) 
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T:~)hB) =T~?(B,d, (2.17) 
,,,(u,~)=(gl-n’+~~~(a~‘n-nlq(“-“.)(”-”.-l),2~l( --+, 
; co 4 
;q,c&&-“’ ). 
(2.18) 
If u/3 # 0 we can express these results in terms of the Jackson q-Bessel functions (Ref. 28, 
P. 25) 
JIl)(z;q)=(~;;;)- (;)v2(bl( :;I 
; m 4 
O ;q,-;), 
.c2)(54)=(~q~;;)m (yil(q~* ;q2$), 
m 
J(Y2)(-) = ( -2/4;q) Jy (z;q) 
and the Hahn-Exton q-Bessel function27 
J,(+q)=(~~~~)mz~l~l(q~l ;q,q2). 
; m 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Indeed, setting a: =ire@, /3= iremi@, 
[r, er we have 
we see that in terms of the new complex coordinates 
T:f (a,/3) = T$‘G’ [r, e’$] = 
,iwa+@Nn-n’) 
( _ 12w2.q) ~J2ro;q), 
9 m 
T(e’m[r, eW] =el((lr/2)-~)(n’-n)q(n’-n)/2Jn,_n(rwq-l/2;q), 
tl’n 
TcE,‘)[r, & ,eI(ff/2)+~)(n-n’)q(“-“‘)/2~,-~,(rwq-l/2;q), 
n*n 
(2.21) 
T’-[r, ei$] =e~(rr/2)+yb)(n--n’)qfn-n’)2/2J(n2’,,(2roq-I/Z;q~, 
n’n 
[Note that J-,(z;q) = ( - 1 )nq”/2J,(zq”‘2;q), .J??,(z;q) = ( - 1 )“A2’(2;q) for integer n.] 
For the matrix elements (2.8e) we obtain (through the use of the q-binomial thcxrem on 
the factors involving E, and, separately, on the factors involving E- ) 
(yW-“7 -WY,q).-.~ -P/cx, 
T,P,(~,B,YJ~ = 
-dqn-n’/y 
(w)n-nt 241 n--n’+ 1 ;q,uya2 4 
(cm)“‘-“( -p/cY,q),t-, -p4”‘-“/a, -s/y 
= 
(w?)“~-n 241 n’-n+l ;4,qo2 , 4 1 
Iuyco21 < 1. (2.22) 
Alternatively, we could obtain this result by writing the matrix element as a contour integral 
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T,,,(u,P,y,S) =& cj (;~;;‘f--?$~m F+‘-l dz, (2.23) 
where the contour is the unit circle centered at the origin of the complex z plane, and evaluating 
the integral by residues. Setting a = ( 1 -q)a’ ,...,a=( l-q)6 we see that in the limit as 
q-+1-. 
[w(y’+&)]“-“’ 
Tndd%~J) + r(n-n,+l) f-+,.+1 ;(a+/?) (Y-Gb2 (2.24) 
expressible in terms of ordinary Bessel functions.” 
The second equation of Eqs. (2.13) was already derived by Koomwinder and Swarttouw 
(Ref. 27, Proposition 4.1) where it was interpreted as a q analog of Graf’s addition formula for 
Bessel functions 
k=-m 
The first equation of ENS. (2.13) and Bq. (2.14) have similar interpretations. 
The “addition theorem” (2.14) reads28 
(y'6.p"'( -s/y';q)n-nr 
( 
-/3/u', 
241 
--C%f-'/y~ 
(q;4)n-d n--n’+1 
;q,a’ y’ fi? 
4 1 
m (ywP’( -Wy;q)~-.~ 
= I=? ( 
-P/a, 
26 
- sq’+y 
(4;4)14 d- n’+l 
;4,ayw2 
co 1 
(a’&“(a/u’;q)~-, 
( 
r.Yqwci’, y/y’ 
X 
(4;4) I-n 
241 
4 
I-n+1 ;q,a’Y’@2 , 
1 
(ay~21,1a’y’021,1a’yw21,1ay’w2~ Cl. 
(2.25) 
Next we introduce a model of a q analog of the pseud?-Euclidean group. The model 
consists of a Hilbert space of complex valued functions f(x) = f ( 0) where x = ee and 8 is a real 
variable, such that II f II2 < CO and the inner product is 
(f,g)= I,B f (x)im) $= j- .m H (@de 
-co 
(2.26) 
and llfll’=<f,f>. Th e ormal action of the q-algebra is f 
E, =cox=oee, E-=!&we-‘, H=x g=;. 
The action of the “pseudo-Euclidean group” is given by the formal operator T(a,j3,y,G) where 
T(a,~,y,G)~(B)=e,(--aE+)E,(BE+)e,(-~E-)E,(~E-)~(~) 
( -&dee, - Soeee;q) co A 
= 
( - cn3ee, - yme-‘;q) m f (8). 
(2.27) 
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We require that neither u nor y is negative, so that the denominator in Eq. (2.27) never 
vanishes. Then for various values of the parameters u, j3, y, 6 the operator T corresponds to 
multiplication by a bounded function of 8. In particular, the multiplier is bounded under the 
following circumstances: 
‘(1) Is/q <l,pvyI <I, 
( (2) p/ul < 1,6=y=O, 
(3) IS/yl < 1,p=u=o, 
(4) a=j3=y=S=O. 
For these estimates we make use of the identities 
(W~hzM4?) 03 
((q/B);q) (B;q) * 
n 
(1.28) 
Following Ref. 24, Chap. 5, we will compute the matrix elements of the operator T with 
respect to a continuum basis in which H is diagonalized. We first restrict our attention to the 
subspace Y of the Hilbert space where Y consists of those functions f that are C” with 
compact support. Then as shown in Refs. 24, 26, the complex Fourier or Mellin transform 
F(A) = 
s 
* f(e)Pde= 
-CO s 
om f(x)+’ dx 
has the properties that (1) F(A) is an entire (analytic) function of A, (2) 1 F(A) I 
< CeklRe ‘1 for some positive constants C, k, and (3) F decreases rapidly on every straight line 
parallel to the imaginary axis in the complex A plane, i.e., lim, _ m I fr IF(c+it) I =O for 
n=012 , , ,... . (We denote the space of transforms of functions in 9 by 3.) Furthermore we 
have the inversion formula 
F(p)e+* dp (2.30) 
for any real number a. 
Now, the induced action of the operator 44” on the transformed functions F becomes 
diagonal 
flHF(A>= Jm [ffHj(e)]Pde= Jm f(e+f$)6?de=e-‘fW(il). 
--m -cc 
Furthermore, the induced action of the operator T on 9 is given by 
T(d%y,&F(~Z) = 
( -/3wee, --Sweve;q) 
O” j(e)@de 
(-crcroee,-ywe-e;q)m 
or 
m ( -awee, - Soeme;q) 
T(&B,r,NF(~> =& J-, ( -awee,- yae-~iq)m de a+rm F(p)e(A-p)e d,u. co s . a--ice 
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If I /3flmA/u I < 1, I S&-‘/y I < 1, then the iterated integral is absolutely convergent and we can 
interchange the order of integration to obtain 
T(u,/3,y,&F(A) = TTi” K(n,CL;u,B,y,s)F(y)d~, (2.31) 
where 
K(Ap;w3,y,N =& 
s 
: 
( -j30ee, -Swe-e;q) Q) ,cha de 
m ( -awee,-- ym-‘;q) m 
1 m ( +wx, -So/x;q) o. =- 
27ri s 
z&p-’ dx. 
0 ( - Q@X, - yo/x;q) co 
To compute the kernel function K we evaluate the contour integral 
1 
I -- 
Naf- hi 
( -Boz, - So/z;q) m 
( -c-z, - ydz@ m 
z+-’ dz (2.32) 
along the closed contour CN,, on the Riemann surface of the integrand, where N,M are 
positive integers and the contour is made up of the curves 
(1) z=r, yoqM+‘/‘<t<& q--N--1/2, 
cN,~ (2) z=& q-N-1/2eit, O<K2n; 
(3) z=e2%, 
1 
awq 
-N-l”>*> ,yw6H+ l/2, 
,(4) z= y~qM+“~e”, 2fr>t>O. 
In the limit as N -+ 00, M -+ 00 the integrals on the large and on the small circle go to zero 
if IPqmAfp/uI < 1, IQ+/yI < 1. Th en, evaluating IQ. (2.32) by residues and (temporarily) 
assuming that I ayw’ I < 1 to make use of Heine’s transformation (Ref. 29, p. 9), we obtain 
KbLp;~B,y,~) =& ( -pwx, - Gw/x;q) m ( - u6Jx, - Ydw3) co A+‘-’ dx 
1 
I 
whw-~+‘;d.), 1 A--p 
=2isin V(j4-A) (q,Q3/a)4-A;q), z ( ) 
( 
6 P 
x 241 7’ 
;rA 
;q,aym2 
pA+l 
1 
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w/YLd-p+l;d, 
B - 
+ (q,(s/y)+i;q), (Y4A-r24l 
( 
Q ’ 
!!$-P 
;4,~Y~2 * 
(f-p+’ )I 
(2.33) 
(The apparent singularities at uyo2=q-“, n=O,l,..., are removable.) The following special 
cases of Eq. (2.33) are of interest: 
1 Wyhft-‘+‘;qL 
K(“~;u,u,Y,‘) =2i sin n(~-n) (q,(6/y)~-“;q), ‘Yo’~-“’ 
1!P+q <l , I@- plY < 1 1 , 
1 
J&~-~B~Y~Y> = 
W/a>,Q-“+‘;q), 
2isin r(p-A) (q,(p/u)@-‘;q)m 
IRrL+vul < 1, 16-q < 1, (2.34) 
1 
K&.~,O,Y~O) = 
(l/CYw)+ 
(4;4), @’ 
UYU2 
2i sin 7&u-A) (ayw2;q) m %f 
-A+1 
O 
(yti+~ . ayw2 
+ (c&q), A 0 ( 
;q,#-‘1+’ . )I 
Setting Q= (1 -q)a’ ,...,6= (1 -q)6’ in IQ. (2.33) we see that in the limit as q --) l- 
K(',~;u,P,Y,') --+ 2i sin *~, -~) 
[w(a’-8’)]~-A 
r(p-A+l) o$i+ 1 ;(u'-pl) (y’-6’)W2 
+ [w(y’-6’) p-p 
Iw--CL+11 @qA-,+ 1 
;(d--$‘> (y’4’)cd2 )I . (2.35) 
From the expression (2.27) we have the “addition formula” 
which, for the kernel functions, takes the form 
s 
b+im 
s 
b+im 
K(;ly;a’,B,y’,S)F(~CL)d~= b-, K(&vc&yAW~ 
b-iw ‘m 
s 
a+im 
X K(v,~;u’,u,y’,y)F(~)d~. (2.36) 
a-im 
See Ref. 24, p. 268. Then, if the integrals in Eq. (2.36) are absolutely convergent we have the 
functional relations 
s 
a+im 
K(&,wf,Bt~‘,~) = K(il,v;u,P,y,S)K(v,p;u’,a,y’,y)dv, 
a-i.33 
(2,37) 
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Two special cases of Eq. (2.37) are of particular interest. If u=B,y = y we have 
(yap-‘( l/u’w)‘-‘L ((s/y),~-‘+l,(B/~‘),~-‘+‘;q)m dv 
sin n(v-A)sin 7T(v-p) (q,(s/y)~-v,q,(P/u’)~-y;q))m ’ 
lwYl>IBq”/~‘I <Q< l4%l~l 
and if just y= y’ we have 
III. A DISCRETE MODEL OF m(2) REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we study a model of an alternate q analog of the pseudo-Euclidean group. 
Here the generators of our algebra are 8, E, , E- which obey the relations 
flE,=qE,fl, qflE-=E-8, [E,, E-1 =O. (3.1) 
We consider the following class of irreducible representations (0) for this algebra, character- 
ized by the positive number w. The Hilbert space consists of complex functions f(x) with 
domain x=fl, n =0, f 1, f 2,... and such that (f,f ) < 00, where the inner product is 
(f,g>= 5 fw”)m”)* 
tl=-CO 
(3.2) 
The action of the algebra on this Hilbert space is given by the operators 
E+=wx, Em=;, ff(x)=f(qx). (3.3) 
To define these operators rigorously we can restrict their action to, say, the dense subspace Y 
of all functions in the Hilbert space that are nonzero at only a finite number of points. Then it 
is easy to show that P+ = E, , E*_ = E- , (ai)*= (c)-l. We define the (inverse) Fourier 
transform 9 of f e 2’ by 
S(A.)d[z]=(f,xx)= i fw%P, ilEC, 
tt=--CO 
where z=d. Then the induced action of the algebra on the transform space 2 is 
q??-[z] =z-‘F[z], E,F[z] =wF[q*‘z] 
(3.4) 
so the operator f is diagonalized in the transform space. Clearly, every FE-!? is analytic for 
all z # 0. We can recover f from its transform F via the formula 
f (6”) =& $ F[z]z-“+’ dz, (3.5) 
where the integration path is a simple closed curve around the origin in the z plane. 
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Now the action of the “pseudo-Euclidean group” is given by the operator T(c@,y,6) 
where 
T(cr,B,y,S)f(x)=e*(-aE+)E,(PE+)e*(-yE-)E,(SE-)f(x) 
( -8wx, -So/x;q) m 
= ( - aox, - ydx;q) m f(x), fE2. 
The induced action of T on 2 is given by 
T(a,B,y,S)F[z] = $ K(z/~o,B,y,@~[wl $9 
where 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
( ---DC@, --swq-“;q) 
KWw;a,B,ydV =& -. ( -aws -yaq-n.q)m 5 
* 
n- m , 9 co 0 
1 
s 
m 
=%(1-q) 
( -8w -~dx;q) m dpr- 1 d 
o (-aaox,-ydx;q), dc, 
1 ( -&A - Wq) m -am, =- 
2ri (-au,-yyw;q), 2+2 ( 
--q/so sz 
-flu, -q/‘yo ’ ” jii ’ 1 
z=qt w=4c(, 
and we require 16/y 1 < 1 w/z 
a2 
b2 
< la&Ii. Here 
(3J) 
Using Ramanujan’s i$i sum, 
;q,z I 
Wz (I1cIz < I4 <I- I 
Ref. 29, p. 239) we have the following special cases of IQ. (3.8): 
1 (q&y,-qz/ycow,---w/z;q), 6 w 
K(z/w;a,a,y,S) =Y 2m ( - yco, -q/yo,Sz/yw,w/z;q) m ’ II II r < y <12 
1 (q,fVa, -acrwz/w,qw/aoz;q) o. 
KWw;a,B,y,y) =-. 
B 
2~1 ( -saw,-q/aw,z/w,gw/az;q) m ’ II /I 
(r < ; Cl. 
Now the formula 
T(a,B,y,S)T(a’,a,y’,y) =Tb’,B,y’,S> 
leads to the functional relation 
K(z/w;a’,P, y’,S I= KWr;a,P, y,UWh;a’,a, y’, y> $ , (3.9) 
where, choosing the integration path as the unit circle I y I = 1, we have the requirements 
ID/al < 14 < Iy/sl, IyWl < 14 < la’hl 
Two special cases are of particular interest. If a =fl, y’ = y we have 
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( 
-a'w, 
( -Bw --Gq) m2$2 
-q/h sz 
-Do, -q/yco ;q9 jG ) 
1 (q&y, -qz/ywy, -wy/z,q,kVa’, -a’wy/w,qw/a’oy;q) m dy 
=- 
2ri ( -q/yw,Sz/yy,y/z,o, -q/a’w&w,i3w/a’y;q) m r ’ 
1< IwI < la’/al, l< IzI < Iy/Sl 
and if just y= y’ we have 
-a'co, 
2lctz 
( 
--q/SW sz --au, --q/so sz 
--&A -4/Y@ ;q9 F = kf ( 
2lctz -I% - 4/YU 
X¶ G 
1 
(q,a/a’, -a’oy/w,qw/a’wy;q) m dy 
x(- aw, -q/a’wg/w,aw/a’y;q) m 7 ’ 
1-c IwI < Id/al, IS/al < IzI -c Iy/SI. 
IV. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF OSCILLATOR ALGEBRA REPRESENTATIONS 
In Ref. 1 a q analog of the oscillator algebra was introduced. This is the associative algebra 
generated by the four elements H, E, , E- , 29 that obey the commutation relations 
[KE+l=E+, [H,E-1=-E-, 
tE+,E-1=-q-% [%‘, E,]=[%‘,H]=O. 
(4.1) 
It admits a class of algebraically irreducible representations t ~k where &l. are real numbers and 
6 0. These are defined on a Hilbert space &” with orthogonal basis un: n=O,l,...} where 
(4.2) 
Hf,,=(A+n)f,,, gf,,=pti-‘fn. 
Furthermore, the formal adjoints satisfy (E+)*=E- , H*=H, %‘*= 8. The elements 
‘3’ = qqMHg + (q - 1) E, E- and @ lie in the center of this algebra, and corresponding to the 
irreducible representation t(A we have 55’ =p1, $ =@&‘I w h ere I is the identity operator 
on .X 
A convenient model of t E~,’ is determined by the orthonormal basis functions 
en-4n(n+lv4 (1-q)” 
i -z”, ?z=O,l,... (4x)* 
[so that f,(z) =qn(n+1)‘4Zn] and the operators 
(4.3) 
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r 
E+=&I, E-=-(l-q)z(l--T,-l), 
(4.4) 
H=A+z-$ 69 =/2&‘I. 
The inner product is 
(f&I = s lb f (zk(&(z,Wx dy, 
-co 
where z=x+iy and 
pha = 1-q (- (1 -q)zFTq)mr In q-’ * 
The model Hilbert space X(z) consists of all functions 
f’(z) = f 49 
03 IC,~2q--n(n+1)/2 
such that c 
n=O (1-q)” <*. 
This is a space of entire functions; it has the kernel function 
S(2,z) = i eA@)ei(z) =(- (1 -q)q2z;q), . 
n=O 
(4.5) 
Although the parameter A is essential in the computation of tensor products of pairs of 
irreducible representations t Q , lS4 it disappears from the final expressions for the matrix ele- 
ments studied in this article. Thus we henceforth set A =O. Using the relations (2.3) we have 
the following q analogs of the matrix elements of ~4s: 
(e+,e-): e,(BE+)e,(aE-)f,= 3 T$~‘e-)(a,fi>fn~t 
(e+,E-): e&IE+)E,(aE-)f,,= s Tz?“-)(asfl)fnt9 
(e-,E+): e,(flE-)E,(aE+)f,,= z T$,‘E+)(a@)fnfp 
(E+,e-): E&?E+)e,(aE-)f,= 5 TFZ’e-)(aJJ)fn*p 
(E-,e+): E,(/?E-)e,(aE+)f,= 5 T%‘e+)(apfl)fn’9 
(E+,E-): E@E+)E,(aE-If,,= ; T?~‘E-)(aS)fn~~ 
(E-,E+): E,(flE-)E,(aE+)f,= z T%‘E+)(a*fl)fn’9 
(4.6) 
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(e+,E-,e-,E+ ): e,(sE+)E,(yE-)eJPE-)Eh(aE,)fn= 5 Tn~~(aJ3~yJ)f~t* 
[The series for the matrix elements T$,“+’ (a$) does not converge.] All of these sets of 
matrix elements were studied in Ref. 4, with the exception of (et- ,E-,e-,E+ ) which will be 
the focus of attention here. 
Since E*+ = E- the following relationships hold: 
T’“+“-‘(a,B)A,,,=T~‘e-‘(B,a), n’n 
T(e+~E-)(a,P)An,n=T~~‘e-)(P,a), T~,‘E+‘(a,B)An,rr=T~,-‘e+‘(8.a), n’n (4.7) 
T(E+,E-)(a,P)An,,=T~~‘E-)(B,a), T~~-‘E+‘(a,B)An~n=T~,-‘E”(B,a). n’n 
Here 
&,+E.& (1 -qy-fi’. 
; n 
Since e,(z)E,( -z) = 1, we have the identities 
(a) : T~h+‘e--)(a,B)T~~-fE+‘( -P,-a)=fintn, 
(b) F T~~-‘e+‘(a,B)T~~:f,e-‘(-B,-a)=6,,,. 
Using the model (4.4) to compute the matrix elements (which are model independent) we 
obtain the explicit results 
T~~‘e-)(a,fi) = 
(4”‘~“+‘;q) Q) (fit)“+ 
--n 
q(n-n’)(n+n’+lv42($1 
4, 0 -ape2 
(4;4) m 4 
d--n+ 1 ;q, l-q 
x2+1 
( 
--n' 4 9 O -aBe 
n--n’+1 ;a lmq 
1 
2 
4 
TcEfpe--) (a$) = 
q-n’ a/3e2 - 
n'n (4;4),(4"+';4),(1--4)"-"' 4 
n--n’+ 1 ;a l-q 
= w’-“+1;4)mwY’-n 
(w) a, 
q(n’-n)(n’-3n-3)/41~1 q 
( 
--n aj3e2q”‘-” 
Q 
d--n+1; 4, 
1 l-q ’ 
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T(Ef’E-) (a$) = (4”‘-“+‘;q) m (j?&)“‘-” n’n b&4) m 
q(n’-n)(n’-3n-3)/41~2 
( 
4 -” 
X 
-@/2qn’-n 
&“+I, o; qs 1-q 1 
/- 
“‘+‘;q) m (fffl;q) m (a@-” 
c 
(q;q),(q”+‘;q),(l-q)~-~’ 
q’“-“‘““-3”‘-3’/4 
142 
( 
Q --R’ 
X 
-ape2@-np 
$- n’+l , o; 4, 
1 l-q ’ 
T(E-‘E+)(a,/j) = 
n’n 
((-aW*/( l--4)4);4) m bf’-~f1;~L.a4*‘-~ qcnt-njcnt-3n-3),4 
(w?) m 
( 
--n 
4, 0 
X241 
-i$e2 
(f--n+1 ~ ;qs (1-q)q 1 
(4;4),(4”+‘;4),(1-q)“-“’ 
Xq(n-n’)(n-3n’-3)/42~l 
( 
--n’ 4 9 0 - a/3t2 
4 n--n’+1 ;q9 (I-q)q * 1 
me matk elements T(e+#-1, T(E+,e-), T(E+,E-) are polynomials in a and /3 and the 
matrix elements TcEvpE+) are entire analytic functions of these variables. 
In Ref. 4 it is shown that all of the remaining matrix elements (4.6), except the last, can 
be expressed in terms of these four. Indeed, we have the operator identities 
which imply 
aBe2q-H- ’ % 1-q e,(fiE+)E,(aE-) =Eq(aE-)eq(flE+)y 
E,(BE, )e,(aE- )e, 
aj13e2q- H- ’ 
1-q 
=e,(aE-)E,(BE+), 
T(E-‘e+)(P,a) =e nfn q( “~~n’-‘) T$,fpE-)(a,P), 
T$,‘E+‘(fl,a) =e q( “~~~-l) Tyl”-‘(a&. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Thus the matrix elements Ty,?“’ are well defined for I af3t!2q-“‘-1/( 1 -q) I < 1 and the 
matrix elements T$i”+) are well defined for Iafh?q-“-‘/( 1 -q) I < 1. 
From identities (4.8), (4.9) we can express the (e+,E-,e-,E+) operator in the alter- 
nate forms 
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An explicit computation of the matrix elements yields 
T,da,B,y,W = 
(-(aye2/(1--q))q-“-1;q),(-(a/S);q),f-, (~~“‘-p(“+“‘+l)(“-“‘,/4 
((aBe2/(l--4))4-n-1;4)03(4;4)nf-n 
(-(~~e2/(i-q))q-n’-1;4)m(-(~~B);Con-nf(4~4)n = 
((dM2/( 1 --Q))q-R-1;4), (4;4)n-nf(4;4)nf 
ea 
H 
n-n 
x l-q 
q(n+n’+lNn’-nv4 
- [aye2/( 1 -q) 14+“-1 
Iafle2q-“-1/(1-q) I< 1. 
(4.12) 
Indeed, from Eq. (4.11) and the fact that P+ = E- we have the identity 
T,‘,(a,8,y,@ = (l-q)“-” (q;q),((ym( 1--4w%d~ T (y s a B) (q;q),‘((a~e2/(1-q)lq-n-1;q)a, ‘“’ ’ ’ ’ * 
Using Sears’ 342 transform (Ref. 29, p. 61) we have the alternate form 
(-(~~~2/(l--4))4-1;4)oo (4x) n T,da,B,yJ) = n--n’ ((d3L2/( 1 --4))4”‘-“-1;4),(4;4)n-nf(4;q)nf 
0 
H 
n-n’ 
x l-q 
q(n+n’+lw--nv4 
6 -- a qn-n’+l, -; (f-n’, q-“’ 
x 342 ; 494 * 
n’+l 
cf- 9 I 
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Setting a= (1 -q)a’,..., S= (1 -q)6 ’ in Eq. (4.12) we see that in the limit as q + l- 
--* [dfa’+S’)]“‘-” 
(?I’-?I)! e~2a’(8’+Y’)l~l -& ( *-tzW+6’W+y’)), n’-n+ 1’ 
if n’>n, 
+ [&3’+y’)]“-“’ i, ee2a’(8’+r’)1F1 
i 1 ( 
n~n~~l;-P(a’+S’)(~‘+y’)), 
if n>n’. 
In order to derive identities for the matrix elements of the operators T(a$,y,G), Fq. 
(4.11), we cannot just multiply two general operators of this sort, as was done in the previous 
sections. Indeed, the resulting formal power series diverge. However, just as in Eq. (2.13) we 
can write T as a composition of two two-factor operators and obtain the identities 
(4.13) 
T,f,(a,13,y,S) = kzo T~,f’e-)(B,6) T&‘E+)(a,y), Ia/@/$+‘( 1 -q) I < 1. 
[Once the common factor eq(a~/2q-“-‘/( 1 -q)) is removed from both sides of the first 
equation of Eqs. (4.13), this formula holds for all values of the parameters.] Note that relations 
(2.10) are special cases of Eqs. (4.13). These identities are q analogs of an addition formula for 
the confluent hypergeometric functions (Ref. 30, Chap. 4) 
(n+n’)! 
n! e-ny[-y(a+&l”~F~ ( 
iJ;;(B+r) (a+@) 
( -(ry)ivn'j! 
= jzo r(i-n’+l)r(i-n-n’+l)lF’(J-~f;l;a~) iFl(~--Y~l;~6)* 
V. CONTINUUM BASES FOR OSCILLATOR REPRESENTATIONS 
Next we introduce a model of a q analog of the pseudo-oscillator group. The model consists 
of a Hilbert space of complex valued functions f(x) where x is a positive real variable, such 
that Ilf II2 < 0~) and the inner product is 
(f&d = Jam f (x>E(x) g (5.1) 
and llfl12=(f,f). The formal action of the q algebra is 
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E+=&, E-=- & (l--T;‘), 
(5.2) 
H=xz, 53 =Fq-11. 
The action of the “pseudo-oscillator group” is given by the formal operator T(a,P,y,S) where 
T(a,/3,y,6)f(x)=eq(6E+)Eq(yE-)e,(pE-)E,(aE+)f(x) 
( --a&ye/( 1--4)x) ;4) o. m 
= m%-wu-qbhq), n4J 4(1--q) 
c (E)’ 
x(- (q/aAL-- (Y4373L 
(q,(yt?/( 1 -q)x);q), T,-“f (x). (5.3) 
[To derive this expression we have made use of the q-Gauss formula (Ref. 29, p. lo).] We 
require that neither S nor -/3 is positive, so that Eq. (5.3) is well defined when acting on the 
subspace Y of the Hilbert space, where .Y consists of those functions f(x) that are C” with 
compact support in (0,~ ). Indeed, for each such f the summation in Eq. (5.3) is finite. Using 
the identity (2.28) we can show that if f E Y has support in a proper subset of the interval 
(O,Kj then the function T(a$,y,S) f (x) vanishes for x>K and if I y/B] < 1 this function 
remains bounded as x + 0 + . 
Following (Ref. 24, Chap. 8), we will compute the matrix elements of the operator T with 
respect to a continuum basis in which H is diagonalized. We recall that the Mellin transform 
of fe9 
F(A) = (5.4) 
has the properties that (1) F(A) is an entire (analytic) function of 1, (2) IF(A) I 
< CeklRe ‘1 for some positive constants C, k, and (3) F decreases rapidly on every straight line 
parallel to the imagiiary axis in the complex A plane. (We denote the space of transforms of 
functions in 3 by 3. ) Furthermore we have the inversion formula 
f(x) =& J;;z F(p)x+ dp 
for any real number a. 
Clearly, the induced action of the operator q+” on the transformed functions F is diagonal 
q+HF(A) =e-*F(A). 
Furthermore, the induced action of the operator T on 9 is given by (assuming that neither 6 
nor -j? is positive and that I y//3 I < 1) 
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m (-a&(ye/( 1 -qkd;q) m 
T(aJ3JmwZ)= I, 
m afie2 Ii 
(6&c,-(8dq 1 -q)x);q) m nzo (m) 
(dYQ( 1--4)-G), f(q-‘k)d-’ dx, Re A > 0 
or 
T(a~~~~~s)F(n) =& 
- (---a4(r~( I----4)x)x) m 
Jo (S&,-(Be/( 1 -q)x);q) m dx % (&y 
(q,(ye/( l--4)x)x), F(,u)q’%+-- dp 
1 
s 
m ( -a&(yO( 1 --4)x);q) m =- 
2?ri o b%,-cst’/(l--4)x);q), dx 
F(p)x’+‘-’ dp 
if the contour is chosen so that 1 a/3f2q”-‘/( 1 -q) 1 < 1. Using Heine’s and Jackson’s trans- 
formations (Ref. 29, p. 241) we can write this result as 
T(a,B,y,WW) =& s o- (--aeX;q), CS&+w’/c 1 -q)x);q) m dx
s 
a+im 
X 
( -(a$‘/( 1 -q))fl-‘,--(Be/( 1 -q)XW;q) m 
a-im ((aW2/( 1 -q)W-‘xl m 
x 242 
If, in addition, 1 r/j3 1 < 4” < I @/a I, 14” I < 1, then the iterated integral is absolutely con- 
vergent and we can interchange the order of integration to obtain 
T(a,fi,y,S)F(il) = c”‘,r K(n,~;a,p,r,s)F(~)d~, (5.5) 
where 
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K(4p;a,P,r,& =& 
m 
Jo 
( -aex,-(ayr2/(1-q))~-1,--(Be/(l--4)X~;4)m 
(sdik,+w( 1 --qh),(a13e2/( 1---4))F;4) m 
89 
ape2 
x242 
l 
1-4@-’ 
aYe2 
Ye 2-p-’ d 
-1--p@-1, -&,u ;qp (l-q)x I 
x, 
lr/BI < l@I < I@/al, 161 <L 
181 < lq(l-q)/aSY21, S,-P nonpositive. 
To compute the kernel function K we evaluate the contour integral 
1 
I 
( -(are2/(l -q)hf-‘72) m (-a&,-@&( 1 -q)z)&;q> m -- 
NT”-2fri ((afV2/( 1 -q))f-‘;q) m f cN., (stmw(l--4m7) m 
x 242 (5.6) 
along the closed contour CN,, of Eq. (2.32). In the limit as N + CO, M -+ CO the integrals on 
the large and on the small circle go to zero. Then, evaluating Eq. (5.6) by residues and using 
the formula 
k.n=o (d;q),+&;q)&;q), = (dmw), 342 
(see Ref. 31) we obtain 
d - 
c’ x9 Y ;q,c 
a, by - 
X ( --myA 
( - (a/S)&“+‘(ySff2/( l--41)X) m 
(q,- (a/Wf-‘2;q), 
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x (- cy/s>,4”,~-rf1,(yse2/( 1 -d~&“;q) m 
( 
4d -$ e% 
1 00 
1 
q-P+ 1 , 
x 342 
-i #++I, -g&P 
ape2 
q-+1, s &” 
;Q% I-q@-’ . 
‘I 
(5.7) 
(The apparent singularities at the zeros of ( - @W”/( 1 -q));q) m are removable.) The fol- 
lowing special cases of Eq. (5.7) are of interest: 
1 
fWy;O,8,0,~) = 2i sin 7~(;l-p) (-(pse2/( 1 -q));q) m 
( -Sd)r-~ w-k+lx) m 
(4x) m 
( 
-A+1 
Xl#l ;-L+l 
;q,E&)+E)L-p (@~f---;;;q)~ 
( 
q-P+’ Bse2 
x141 (f-p+’ w-l--q 4 9 
WI <A 
(5.8) 
K(Q.GM,Y,W = 
A-p I--- (Ym,@,~-p+l;q), 
(q,4”1,-(Y~OP32), ’ 
K&w,0,0,6) = 
l&l < IfI < l&t/al. 
(5.10) 
Setting a= (1 -q)a’ ,...,?I= (1 -q)S’ in Eq. (5.7) we see that in the limit as q -+ l- 
1 
K&w,B,r,~) -, 
[ --e(a’+6’)lpwA -A+1 
2i sin 7r(A.-p) up-n+ 1) IF1 /J-A+1 i 
;e2(a’+6’) (P’+ y’) 
MZB’+r’)lL-“w) - 
r(~)r(a-jA+l) lF1 ;e2b’+6’) (P’+y’) )I (5.11) 
in agreement with Ref. 24, Chap. 8, and Ref. 25. 
From the expression (5.3) we see that the “addition formula” 
T(a,B,y,S)T(a’,P’,--P,--a) =T(a’,P’,y,W (5.12) 
holds rigorously when both sides are applied to f E 9, provided S is not positive and a, B, /3’ 
are not negative. Furthermore, one can show that for I y//3 I < 1, the function h(x) 
=T(a,&y,G) f (x) has the properties that x2h(x),x2h’(x>,x2V’(x) --* 0 as x -+ O+. Thus, the 
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Mellin transform H(A) of h, IQ. (5.4), has the properties that ( 1) H(A) is an analytic function 
of/2 for l&l < 1, (2) IF(A) I < Ce klRe’l for some positive constants C,k with I&-’ I < 1, and 
(3) lb,, It12)F(c+if) I =0 for Iti-“\ < 1. 
For the kernel functions, Eq. (5.12) takes the form 
I 
b+im 
I 
b-tiw 
K(a,y;a’,B’,y,S)F(C)d~= K(A,p;a,&y,y,S)dv 
b-im b-im 
s 
aiim 
X K(v,p;a’,P,-B,-a)F(p)dp. (5.13) 
a-it.2 
Then, if the integrals in EIq. (5.13) are absolutely convergent we have the functional relations 
s 
a+i.w 
K(Ap;a’,B’,y,N = K(a,v;a,P,y,S)K(v,~;a’,P’,--P,--)dv, 
a-iw 
(5.14) 
An interesting special case is 
1 
J- 
afim 
K(A,,u;a,P,y,& = (we28-*/( l--4M m 
K(d,v;a,O,O,S)K(v,,u;O,B,y,O)dv 
a-im 
or 
(--(a/~),-- (y/B>,b;d, 
=4(q,dase28-V( 1 --c1));4) m 
a+im 
X 
I 
( -s/)+A@dq 1 -q)yl-Y(qY-~+*,qY-~+*,~,-(aye2/(1 -q))qY-l;q) m dv 
a-im sin r(A-v)sin r(v-p)(qv,- (a/S)q’-‘,- (y/B)qy-p;q), ’ 
IY/BI < 181 < 14 < 1, Iti1 < I<1 < IWW 
We conclude by studying a model of an alternate q analog of the pseudo-oscillator algebra. 
Here the generators of our algebra are q -H,E+ ,E- ,g which obey the relations 
E+q-H=qq-HE+, qE-q-H=q-HE-, [E, , E-l = -q-H% 
[$,E,]=[%q-H]=O. 
(5.15) 
We consider the following class of irreducible representations t 4. for this algebra, character- 
ized by the positive number L The Hilbert space consists of complex functions f(x) with 
domain x=q’, 11=0,*1,*2,... and such that (f,f ) < 00, where the inner product is 
(f?g)= 5 f(q”hT(qY* 
It=--CO 
(5.16) 
The action of the algebra on this Hilbert space is given by the operators 
E+=&c, E-=- & (l--T,-‘), q-Hf(X)=f(q-‘X). (5.17) 
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To define these operators rigorously we can restrict their action to, say, the dense subspace A! 
of all functions in the Hilbert space that are nonzero at only a finite number of points. We 
define the (inverse) Fourier transform 9 of f e 2 by 
9(A)&-[z]=(f,xQ= 57 fw%p, #I&, 
?l=--m 
(5.18) 
where z=$.. Then the induced action of the algebra on the transform space 2 is 
q-Hy[z] =zF[z], E+F[z] =&=[qz], 
E-9[z] = -& 
so the operator qmH * IS diagonalized in the transform space. Clearly, every .-Y-E 2 is analytic for 
all z # 0. We can recover f from its transform 9 via the formula 
f (4”) =&. f F[z]z-“-’ dz, (5.19) 
where the integration path is a simple closed curve around the origin in the z plane. 
The action of the “pseudo-oscillator group” is given by the operator T(a,/3,y,S), Eq. (5.3), 
for f EL?‘. The induced action of T on $’ is given by 
T(a,&y,S)F[z] = f K(z,w;a,B,y,S)F[wl $, 
where 
1 
I 
m 
Kkw;a,B,y,N = 
( -a&-(ay~2w/q( 1 -q));q) m 
2ri(l-q) 0 wk(asewd l --4n4) m 
W, 
X2rpl 
Be 
aye2w ;q,-(l-q)x 
-&P-l d dc, 
h1--4) I 
Ir/Dl <Iwl < IWal, lzl cl, lwl < lq(1-q)hp/21, 
a,-/3 nonpositive, w=@, z=6. 
To evaluate the q-integral expression for the kernel function K we use the identity 
(5.20) 
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241(“d B ;w)=y~~;;)..‘rP2 ; t O ;44 
i I Bz ’ 
((C/m4~z;d), + (c,s(c/m;q), 3#2[q, zrT2 O iqpq) 
(Ref. 29, p. 245, 111.34) and obtain 
K(z,w;a,L?,y,fd 
( -c&&q) m (-(ay/2w/q(1-qq)),-(q/a~,q,(q/SR),-(aw/G);q), 
= 2?ri(Seq) m ((a13e2w/4(1-q)),(q/S~,--aAo,-(q/aAo),z,-(aw/6z);q)m 
x 3q2 
I a 
I 
43ezw aw 
w 
, q(l-q) ’ -3Y 
ye2w aw x47 
I \ -4(1--q)* -7 
cw,(ye/(l--4));4)m 
+ (z,- (a&q>,-(80( 1 -q));q) m ‘I4 
w 4 4 
-I--q’ -2 6ez 42 ye 4 ;44l 
-aAu’ l-q’ 52 
’ . )I (5.21) 
3$3 
a19 ~2~ a3 
bl, bz, 63 
= i (almwL2, 
,,=-a (blhb3;q), 
Now the formula 
T(a,B,y,S)T(a’,B’,--B,-a) =T(a’,B’,y,6) 
leads to the functional relation 
K(z,w;a’,P,y’,S) = f K(z,y;a,P,r,S)K(y,w;a’,a,y’,y) $, (5.22) 
where, choosing the integration path as the unit circle 1 y I = 1, we have the requirements 
Iaw/a’l,I6z/yI Cl< Icrz/BI,Iy’w/yI. 
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